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C H A P T E R  F I F T E E N
Ted Bundy

Ever let the fancy roam, 

Pleasure never is at home.

John Keats (1795–1821)

 

 

The irrevocable reversal of one’s fate, 

one’s being, can hinge upon such inconsequential considerations as a single be-

trayal, an unanswered prayer or an unthoughtful slight, subconsciously resulting 

in the sardonic, paradoxical conversion not only to a diametrically opposite theol-

ogy/philosophy but also to facets of the very one loathed in the first instance.

Milton’s ‘Evil be thou my Good’ can just as easily be transmuted to ‘Virtue be 

thou my Evil’ — the longer virtue slumbers, the more fanatic when it awakes.

The avenging Virtue of Robespierre, the ‘Incorruptible,’ unconditional and un-

swerving, logically extending the enemy’s own espousals of morality and ethics to 

destroy them; self-righteous in the certainty that there is no one worthy to cast the 

first stone and, therefore, no one is exempt from punishment.

The least infraction of this new order of virtue being a capital offence, a world 

of potential victims is created, and the creator of this paradoxical counterculture 

becomes a Rastignac, coldly examining the alien city from the heights, viewing the 

despised inhabitants as antagonists to whom one owes no mercy. By this tortuous 

route we can perhaps comprehend the intellectual/atavistic conversion and, at 

the risk of understatement, the overreaction of Ted Bundy and many other highly 

intelligent serial killers.

Essentially this category of resentful, vengeful beings, creative architects of re-

action and ruin, feel neither the desire nor the need to justify their ‘crimes,’ but 

rather regard them as meritorious in themselves. Such absolute self-certainty is, 

as already evidenced, beyond the intellectual scope, imagination and experience 

of most ordinary people, who remain transfixed in a cultural stasis of conditioned 

social sensibility and moral decorum.
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It is so much easier to be nice. The majority fear the unconditional, the embrac-

ing of comparatively demoniacal, tumultuous fields of mental and physical energy. 

Their dread is, as previously inferred, a fortunate state of affairs for the remaining 

predatory minority, who eagerly inhabit the kaleidoscopic realms of moral and le-

gal relativism without the least ethical turpitude or aesthetic discomfort.

‡ ‡ ‡

The first wavering steps in Ted Bundy’s decline and fall began with the childhood 

discovery that he was illegitimate — a born reject sired by Bible Belt bigotry and 

prejudice, not a born killer.

Natural resentment at the aberrant social stigma inexorably bred in Bundy an 

inferiority complex, which he fought to overcome and, in the end, overcompensated 

for. His futile struggle to defy the intolerant self-fulfilling prophecy of his birthright 

naturally served only to confirm it, tightening the warp of the net. The law of 

reversed effort then compounded this innate damage to the psyche, permanently 

curtailing and retarding emotional development in his early teens.

This self-fulfilling prophecy also nurtured in Bundy an immature hypersensi-

tivity to any form of criticism or mark of low achievement. The classic secondary 

pattern of attention-seeking criminal behaviour soon began to manifest itself in 

acts of petty theft, vain mendacity and other forms of aggressive peer-group rivalry.

In setting himself too high a standard in studies he consistently fell below his 

own expectations, which inevitably exacerbated an increasing lack of self-esteem 

and dearth of future prospects.

But high ambition was pragmatically schooling Bundy how to bend the rules, 

shape the world to his own advantage and get what he wanted despite his conscious 

failings. Why stick to the rules made by others, especially religious precepts which 

branded you an outcast from the day of conception, when you can make more 

favourable ones of your own? There is no monopoly in the making of rules.

Bundy shrewdly plotted his course. He would defeat them all; style a crown from 

his bastardy, bear it silently as a badge of merit, fashion derogation into a rod for 

their self-righteous backs. Before he was through, they would regret the concept of 

illegitimacy to the roots of their soul and the anguish of their misbegotten hearts. 

Bastard? They had not yet met one as rancorous as he.

Whether Bundy knew it or not, he was drifting towards moral relativism.
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Life was too short to be restricted and deformed by the selfish designs of the al-

ready privileged. He would thoroughly enjoy giving them a lesson in idiosyncratic 

‘justice,’ and lead them in a dance worthy of Zarathustra, ‘lover of leaps and tan-

gents,’ monster of divine laughter! A Dionysiac demon was rising from the abyss of 

his subconscious, eager to take flight, sink talons and teeth into living flesh, savour 

the blood, rip out the soul.

How much more fascinating and vital the world had suddenly become in this 

new shade of vision. There’s nothing like resolve to lighten the step.

He would study their law, use his dark good looks and glib tongue to personal 

advantage as ruthlessly as any conniving politician. Become a player in this 

hustling, bustling world or die in the attempt. Let all those of servile stamp slide to 

perdition on a prayer mat and rot there!

‡ ‡ ‡

But some things did not work out as planned.

His engagement to a fellow student, Stephanie Brooks, who had the attributes 

he most envied — a wealthy family and high social connections — was broken off 

by her when she discovered he was emotionally shallow.

This crushing public setback and humiliation struck deep, and was probably 

another significant factor in the eventual launching of his murderous career. No 

more Mr Nice Guy. The rich bitch could afford the luxury of emotional pretensions. 

Patronise him, would she? She would pay the price at a future date. Her and her 

kind. He would see to that. Meanwhile, he had more important matters to tend to. 

Places to go. People to meet. Powers to exercise. Revenge to exact.

He left university and failure behind to gain practical experience in the ways of 

the world, particularly the criminal subculture. He mixed with easy dexterity in both 

high and low circles, in the company of drug addicts, thieves and aspiring politicians.

He proved a quick learner. Ambition continued to spur him on. He went back to 

university to study psychology, obtained a degree and attended law school, then, 

eventually, with an exquisitely ironic sense of the absurd, went to work with the 

Crime Commission and the Office of Justice Planning. Here he would get to know 

the enemy and how to circumvent the law like its creators. Prominent legal circles 

aptly generated in him an ardent taste for pornography and drugs and a high-flying 

lifestyle, completing his social education and skills.
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At this point, some might say that Bundy, having acquired the fruits of honest 

effort, could have consolidated his base and become a reasonably successful, dis-

honest member of the bourgeoisie.

Too late for that. He had much higher things in mind. There were still far too 

many people above him. Dull and smug people he still had to bow and scrape to. 

They were blind to his potential. He would soar despite and smite and spite them.

‡ ‡ ‡

Psychosis and incipient schizophrenia, in his case doubtless aggravated by the 

tedious company he was forced to bear to get ahead, were implacably delving 

and quarrying into his psyche. The ‘hunchback’ (the name he gave his criminal 

persona) was inexorably taking up permanent residence.

In Bundy’s rationale, society had branded him a failure in advance. He was com-

mitted to mastering the stacked game and balancing accounts. Higher education 

does not postulate higher humanism; he was clever enough to note that. Intelligent 

people start wars. And so would he, in his own hedonistic and comparatively simple 

fashion. You have to break eggs to make omelettes, and all that. At any rate, human-

ism wasn’t all it was cracked up to be.

For good deeds to be effective, they must be highly selective. Humanists make 

the basic error of spreading their benevolent butter so widely and thinly that it 

leaves no taste and has no nutritious effect. Serial killers avoid that mistake by 

using selectivity to spread anguish to maximum effect.

Bundy should have joined politics. He would have been that common variety of 

politician who, out to screw the voters for every cent they’ve got, when asked why 

they had been attracted to politics in the first instance, solemnly declare, ‘I believe 

I have a contribution to make to society’ — presumably referring to their cynical 

sense of humour.

Bundy was about ready to make his ‘contributions.’ The start of the body count 

was fast approaching.

‡ ‡ ‡

Voyeuristically, he began to prowl the streets at night in search of erotic seren-

dipity. Through a window he saw a girl undressing, and this seems to have fuelled 
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his sexual fantasies to the point of psychotic obsession.

On a trial-and-error basis, first reinforcing his fantasies with alcohol, Bundy 

practised methods of attack.

On a summer night in 1973, he stalked a young woman through the streets and, 

caveman-style, hit her on the head with a wooden club. She screamed and he ran off.

Undeterred, he used the same tactic on several more female victims with similar 

lack of success. Failure would have served to exacerbate his violent tendencies and 

increase their ferocity.

As previously stated, it is invariably the case that actions bright and exciting 

in the imagination are, unfortunately, often disappointing or farcical in practice, 

more so when they have not been thought through thoroughly. Deep thinking gives 

people a headache.

They think they are thinking when in fact they are merely daydreaming. For in-

stance, if you were to ask them what they thought of ‘adventure,’ they would express 

a vague, undefined pro-adventure attitude, as practically everyone does, albeit from 

the comfort of an easy chair. They equate, or confuse, their liking for the idea of ad-

venture with an ability to possibly participate in the real thing. Whereas, in practice, 

they might immediately discover that real adventure — of the neck-on-the-line va-

riety — is unsettling, like entering a fourth dimension where the comfortable laws 

and rules they take for granted in normal life no longer apply; adrenaline speeds 

the pumping blood and distorts the faculties; immersion in the immediacy of action 

obviates wider appreciation. Riding the whirlwind is an acquired taste. The psyche 

aspires to accommodate the new perspective of both inner and external vision. The 

more times you act as supreme architect, the more you become one.

Again, like our student Raskolnikov, Bundy had badly overestimated his own 

ruthlessness. Whatever the truth, he was soon to overcome such weakness as he 

progressed and routinely transgressed every obstructive icon of decency.

‡ ‡ ‡

By instinctive design or lack of control, Bundy eventually discovered a successful 

method of attack which also satisfied his psychological needs.

He gained access to the bedroom of a sleeping eighteen-year-old girl, Sharon 

Clarke, and, without hesitation or compunction, battered her unconscious with an 

iron bar. Not much finesse or panache, but it worked.
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Bundy must have then realised that this was what he had sought all along, a 

totally inert, compliant victim completely under his control. No more need for the 

infuriating frustration of social niceties, courting rituals and such, he could now 

just get straight down to the main course.

Apart from the obvious overtones of necrophilia involved, this drastic method 

also reveals aspects of sexual inadequacy. Only absolute power over the victim could 

surmount this, acting on him as a potent aphrodisiac. This in addition indicates 

that, at this stage in his career, he still retained some remnant of conscience and 

could only function by first depersonalising the victim, turning her into an inert 

object of his passions, a mistress bereft of any form of reproach.

Understandably dazed by the novelty of his first success, he remained sexually 

inhibited and simply introduced objects (penis substitutes) into the vagina of the 

first victim. He then departed, leaving her alive. Her life probably was saved by the 

lucky fact that she had not seen his face.

His next victim, Lynda Healy, a twenty-one-year-old student, was not so fortu-

nate. Bundy again used what was to become his modus operandi, entering the bed-

room of the sleeping victim and hammering her senseless. But this time he carried 

the unconscious body out to his car.

This additional act is significant. It shows that Bundy not only still felt sexually 

repressed and possibly morally uncomfortable in the victim’s bedroom, but that 

he was also seeking a higher degree of power by taking her from her familiar sur-

roundings to a place of alien isolation dictated by him. This isolating technique — 

control by environment rather than a weapon — psychologically empowered him 

to extend depersonalisation and power over the victim even further. In which case, 

if psychologically satisfying, he would repeat the technique. Which he did.

His choice of location was Taylor Mountain, twenty miles away, where he stripped 

and raped her and, as she had resumed consciousness in the course of the ordeal long 

enough to see his face, he then killed her.

‡ ‡ ‡

In the next few months, using the same hit-and-rape tactics, Bundy murdered 

five more female victims, three of whom were taken to Taylor Mountain. The other 

two were driven to a house near Lake Sammanish — a more elaborate, time-con-

suming and risk-taking method.
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After he conveyed the first girl, Janice Ott, to the house and raped her, he tied her 

up and drove back to kidnap a second girl, Denise Naslund. Returning with her to the 

house, he raped her in front of the first girl, then killed both of them. He then drove 

both bodies to a deserted location several miles away and simply discarded them, 

making no attempt to conceal the bodies — the classic hallmark of the psychotic, 

disorganised killer, but not entirely valid in Bundy’s case, as I will eventually explain.

‡ ‡ ‡

Although Bundy had found a system of raping and killing which satisfied psy-

chological needs, the sudden escalation in his rate of victims betrays an equally 

rapid deceleration of sexual satisfaction, a progressive stimulus sdeficiency.

With Bundy, novelty obviously soon paled. He was, in effect, chasing a psy-

chosexual will-o’-the-wisp, a higher degree of stimulation and satisfaction which 

would always be just beyond his grasp. The concomitant, ever increasing sexual 

frustration was predictably goading him on to greater outrages. The ‘hunchback’ 

side of him had rapidly run out of control against his better judgment. But, yet 

again, this was not entirely so, as you will discover.

As Bundy, for strategic purposes, moved his homicidal activities from one city 

to another, he no longer seemed to care about his well-being at all, openly picking 

up victims in front of numerous witnesses who could later identify him, and even 

introducing himself by his real first name.

Again, all apparent symptoms of psychosis. He had, I’m sure, insight enough 

to identify the cause of the weariness and boredom building up within himself, 

namely, the certainty that his search for the unholy grail was doomed to failure, 

and that his life, even by his own standards, was becoming increasingly tiresome 

and repetitious. Another aspect of the tragedy was that, knowing he was in pursuit 

of the impossible, he still could not give up the quest.

Contrary to socially engineered public opinion, even ‘criminals’ have more than 

sufficient virtues in their character to qualify as tragic figures. Which, in view of the 

fact that, as earlier opined, professional criminals have a surer and more pragmatic 

understanding of morality than the majority of the public, should not be surprising.

The thinking criminal shrewdly observes and accurately reads society, notes 

the characteristics of those who benefit most under its rules, and emulates their 

invariable deceit, greed and self-absorption.
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Bundy had enjoyed the advantage of experiencing both polarised cultures, first 

the legal profession and then the criminal, both of which apparently did not offer 

the satisfaction he was seeking. He had run out of alternatives, but had obviously 

decided that he would keep running the least tedious of the two courses, probably 

hoping against all odds to be pleasantly surprised at some juncture.

‡ ‡ ‡

Striving for elusive originality, fresh excitement and novelty, Bundy clashed his 

two experienced worlds together by abducting and murdering the daughter of a 

police chief! Naturally this would have given the particular crime an additional 

esoteric piquancy and verve in Bundy’s mind. But the axiom ‘Once tried, soon 

forgotten’ would doubtless still hold sway.

What next? The daughter of a priest, a judge, a politician? The principle would 

be much the same, and so would the victims. So no point in flogging a dead horse. 

This possibly inescapable ennui and spiritual lethargy which seem to creep up 

on many serial killers, an antecedent to increasing carelessness and indifference 

especially towards the end of their career, obviously contribute towards their 

capture, as detailed previously.

Is it the lack of drive and energy, the constitutional inability to take risks, the 

high threshold of boredom, the plodding capacity to perform the same monoto-

nous job daily year in, year out, that differentiates the bovine conformist from the 

criminal? Is it merely a case of ‘what you’ve never had, you’ll never miss’? Or, less 

praiseworthy, ‘what you’ve never done, you can dream of doing’?

If the latter applies, the number of vicarious criminals must far outnumber the 

active. Not so much the silent majority, more the licentious. This of course implies 

that the law-abiding, by not satisfying their secret criminal desires, could well end 

up being more morally corrupt than the criminal who does and is quickly disillu-

sioned by them.

Just as I previously assured you that you are rubbing shoulders with socially 

acceptable psychopaths daily without even knowing it, you can also be assured 

that there are more aspiring serial killers walking the streets of your cities at this 

very moment than there will ever be in prisons. I believe the public’s obsessive 

fascination with serial killers reinforces the premise.
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Bundy next moved to Salt Lake City, then on to Colorado, casually raping and 

murdering on his travels, nihilistically disregarding the host of eyewitnesses build-

ing up against him.

He also displayed a suicidal underestimation of the pursuing police who, by 

this time, not only knew the man they were looking for but also the old beat-up 

Volkswagen he insisted on retaining. Bundy, then only twenty-nine years old, was 

obviously already riding the black crest of a death wish.

On the 16th of August, 1975, after a police car chased his Volkswagen through 

the dark, dusty streets of Salt Lake City, Bundy was arrested. His car was found 

to be full of incriminating but mainly circumstantial evidence linking him with 

several murders.

Paradoxically, capture seemed to revive Bundy’s spirit in presenting him with 

a new venue and exciting challenge. The game was not over yet. This leads one to 

speculate whether Bundy, had he concentrated upon becoming a criminal lawyer, 

perhaps would have discovered that field to be intellectually stimulating and 

fulfilling enough in itself. I am sure he would have thoroughly enjoyed himself. In 

gladiatorial style, taking arms against the justice system, beating it by successfully 

using trickery and amorality to defend his obviously guilty clients to set them free. 

In short, the exercise of a legal form of criminality by which, when his guilty clients 

re-offended, Bundy would, in effect, be responsible for their crimes by proxy and 

could enjoy vicariously savouring them.

The irony and public play-acting involved would have appealed to him, as they 

do to politicians and other socially acceptable criminals.

In court to face charges, Bundy was the picture of respectability: sensitive, 

polite, plausible and charming, putting up a brilliant defence with a natural air of 

sweet reason and injured innocence. For the moment, prompted by expediency, 

his good side had wrested control away from the ‘hunchback,’ and Bundy probably 

half-believed some of the arguments he was now using to express his innocence. 

He bore the stamp of a good lawyer, being an astute liar and a deft relativist. His 

performance certainly impressed many people in the courtroom.

But the judge was less susceptible to smooth persuasion. Bundy appeared 

too clever by half. He sentenced him to one to fifteen years for kidnapping. The 

Colorado police then stepped in and arraigned Bundy on a charge of murder, that 

of Caryn Campbell.
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When he appeared in a courtroom in Aspen to face the murder charge, Bundy, 

incredibly, was allowed to stroll into the library during a recess in the proceed-

ings, and promptly escaped by jumping out of an unbarred window and making 

off on foot!

He remained at liberty for eight days, then was again arrested after a chase in a 

stolen car — another Volkswagen.

The American system of justice being what it is, Bundy managed to prolong 

proceedings over a period of months, simply on arguments re: the inadmissibility 

of certain strands of evidence against him.

Unbelievably, on 30th December 1977, Bundy managed to escape from prison yet 

again by breaking out of his cell through a ventilation shaft. He made for Florida.

It is a matter of record that Bundy had once inquired as to in which state the 

death penalty still existed, and was told Florida. So, in Bundy being drawn there, 

consciously or subconsciously, we see once again the death wish operating in 

him. His conscious realities were obviously becoming unbearable and he could 

not escape them, or himself; in prison, he had twice been compelled to escape to 

freedom; in freedom, he was equally induced to ‘escape’ back to prison.

Like a satellite falling out of orbit, Bundy was burning himself out re-entering 

the dual realities each time, and would attain his final incandescence in the electric 

chair in Starke State Prison, Florida.

Meanwhile, in freedom, he had more recreational killing to do before reaching 

his ultimate goal.

He broke into the Florida State University in Tallahassee and bludgeoned four 

students unconscious, raping and strangling one. A second died being raced to hos-

pital. Bundy’s anguished psychic dilemma and suicidal spiral had made him more 

reactionally sadistic; he bit off the nipples of one of the victims. A third student 

suffered a crushed skull but survived. A month later, in Lake City, Florida, Bundy 

abducted, raped and murdered twelve-year-old Kimberley Leach, throwing her 

body into the Suwannee River.

The fact that Bundy chose to remain in Florida, despite the widespread hunt 

for him, and then actually returned to Tallahassee, where he had attacked the four 

students, is further stark evidence of his tenacious death wish. This subliminal 

resolution of despair exemplified what Pascal wrote:

‘We run carelessly to the precipice, after we have put something before us to 

prevent our seeing it.’
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In the cold, small hours of 15th February, 1978, Bundy, significantly again driving 

another stolen Volkswagen, was chased and captured after a violent struggle with 

the police.

When a check of records revealed to the police who he was, Bundy must have 

secretly felt a tremendous burden lift from his spirit, knowing that he would cer-

tainly not be allowed to escape from custody a third time, and that the great game 

was effectively nearing an end.

Bundy had committed between two to three score of murders — he himself re-

fused to give any definite body count. All that remained to him now was prepara-

tion of his final grand gesture against authority at the coming trial. Doubtless he 

applied himself to the challenge with buoyant enthusiasm, that uniquely paradoxi-

cal sensation of total liberty and panache one feels only when all is lost.

I myself experienced it. The Nietzschean dance of laughter and delight in con-

fronting the abyss. Or the cold contempt of Balzac’s Vautrin:

‘They want us to repent, but refuse us pardon; they too have the instincts of 

wild beasts.’

But first, for his own psychological satisfaction, Bundy would try to explain him-

self — not excuse or incriminate himself — to some chosen academics who might 

understand. He picked a method of doing so which I myself once adopted and 

christened ‘analysis by hypothesis.’ This expedient method entailed his honestly 

answering questions on the basis that he was simply putting himself into the shoes 

of the hypothetical murderer, discussing the probable psychology and philosophy 

motivating the killer’s actions. In some instances it can be a self-delusive state of 

mind — such as when John Wayne Gacy continued to protest his innocence, de-

spite a mountain of physical evidence to the contrary, including twenty-eight bod-

ies buried under his own house!

This expedient device obviously allows the killer to explain his actions without 

incriminating himself, and obliquely reflects his inability to confront those actions 

head-on and publicly define his true nature. He also avoids putting the success of 

his ‘hidden agenda’ at risk.

There is, as previously touched upon, a sadomasochistic element in all serial 

killings, a psychic swapping of persona between the murderer and victim, in which 

each becomes the other. On the killer’s side, this occult element multiplies with 

each successive victim, cumulatively compressed with explosive force into the 

killer’s psyche in montage form. For the killer ever to reveal comprehensively his 
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personal, psychologically deepest experiences in this no-man’s-land, this psycho-

spiritual quagmire or force field, is tantamount to psychic suicide; like blowing his 

brains out from the inside. Therefore, this territory stands solidly protected against 

all attack, all reason, all advice, all corrosive emotion.

This state of being can be comprehended more easily if one realises that the 

killer, once caught, is already rendered half-dead by capture itself, the cover on half 

his psyche having been blown, leaving him revealed, restricted and caged forever 

in the damaged half which remains, belatedly longing for anonymity.

But if all the captured killer has to fear is execution by the state, this gives him 

the advantage and initiative once again. For, all hope gone, he need not explain 

himself to anyone; or he can selectively choose that which he wishes to reveal or 

withhold for his own recondite purposes. Much better to have no hope than false 

hope. That is my expressed opinion also.

The captured killer’s spirit feeds and regenerates itself on the hatred of the 

enemy. The will and intellect remain unbound. Men have died worse, been killed 

less kindly, in far bloodier battlefields since time began. So there is nothing 

outlandish in the fact that the serial killer can summon up the last vestiges of the 

dignity and nobility he was born with, and die like, say, Gary Gilmore in Utah, or 

the Thane of Cawdor in Macbeth:

Nothing in his life 

Became him like the leaving it; he died 

As one that had been studied in his death 

To throw away the dearest thing he ow’d, 

As ’twere a careless trifle.

Bundy was daily riding his roller coaster emotions, veering between the extremes 

of exhilaration and despair, knowing he was facing certain defeat but enjoying the 

hedonistic exhilaration and challenge of the final courtroom confrontation.

He dismissed his lawyers and took over his own defence, a vainglorious action 

that led him to make a literally fatal legal error.

His lawyers had previously advised him to strike a deal with the prosecution 

through plea bargaining; in return for confessing to certain murders and saving the 

time of the court, he would receive a sentence of life imprisonment.

Initially Bundy had agreed to accept this legal advice and cooperate. But then, 

for no apparent reason, he scorned to bargain and dismissed his lawyers. If mem-
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ory serves me right, somebody or other once said, ‘The man who elects to legally 

defend himself has a fool for a client.’

I personally believe Bundy’s decision to defend himself in court was again influ-

enced by the subconscious drive towards his own death. Preoccupation with death 

was fomenting an impatience with all such legal trivialities, and a contempt for the 

increasingly irrelevant, wearisome world he was in reality so eager to leave. He was 

too intelligent not to envisage the stultifying boredom and futility of spending the 

rest of his life behind bars.

Bundy was not the type of Dostoevskian figure who would choose to stand for 

eternity on a narrow cliff-edge in total darkness rather than accept death. Though 

not a pantheist like Wordsworth, Bundy would have by this time sided with the 

poet in one fatalistic sentiment, ‘the world is too much with us.’

Only the final performance was left. The trial. A Bergman scenario, playing 

chess with Death.

Bundy gave a performance worthy of Cyrano de Bergerac — all was panache! He 

lied brilliantly, rationalised expertly when faced with concrete evidence, and con-

veyed by his clean-cut, all-American-boy air and delivery of speech that he was 

the soul of reason. Again, even the judge was impressed by Bundy’s bravura, acting 

accomplishments and keen grasp of law.

But everyone in the court knew they were simply watching a gripping piece of 

theatre, a play the ending of which they already knew, as did Bundy. He was found 

guilty and sentenced to the electric chair.

Bundy left the stage. Reporters rushed to telephones. The audience shuffled 

homeward. And jaded, seen-it-all-before cleaners entered the silent courtroom, to 

sweep away the litter and dust of stale law in readiness for the next juggling act.

As death drew nearer, Bundy made some futile appeals against the sentence, 

doubtless motivated by just a few last-minute jitters coaxing him to avoid the death 

scene a little bit longer and eke out a few extra ad lib performances.

All the appeals against sentence predictably failed and his date of execution was 

set for January, 1989.

Bundy played his last delaying gambit, proposing to trade confessions to almost 

twenty additional murders in exchange for life imprisonment. But the legal sell-by 

date for plea bargaining was long gone; he should have plea bargained at the trial, 

as his lawyers had advised.

On a cold January evening in Starke State Prison, Florida, the prison guards shaved 
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Bundy’s head and lower legs ready for the electrodes to be attached. They then 

smeared the shaved areas with a gelatine compound conductive to electricity. A wad 

of absorbent material was inserted into his rectum and a catheter was attached to 

his penis — the forty-odd selected witnesses, assembled beyond the glass inspection 

panel of the execution chamber, must not have their sensibilities outraged by the un-

seemly bodily functions occasioned by a mega-jolt of electricity on the human body.

Prison Chaplain and doctor stood by in attendance with the solaces of hypocrisy.

Bundy was escorted barefooted to the execution chamber. Guards strapped his 

four limbs into the chair. Another strap was pulled tight across his chest. They 

attached a metal cap to his shaved head and electrodes to his legs. Before a black 

leather flap was placed over his face, Bundy gave the tiers of witnesses a cheerful 

grin; his troubles were about to end, and theirs would continue to multiply, not 

least from the sight they were about to witness.

Two trip-switches had already been thrown to build up the required electrical 

charge. When the second hand of the wall clock hit the hour, the executioner 

pulled the third and final switch.

Bundy’s body suddenly arched up rigidly against the restraints as the massive 

electric fist hit; a wisp of acrid blue smoke curled up from beneath the metal cap 

as his skin sizzled and the blood in his brains boiled. The current was switched off, 

then on again, until the heart monitor registered zero response.

Bundy’s dead body relaxed into the hard contours of the chair as though he were 

settling to take a short nap.

He had successfully escaped it all at last.

‡ ‡ ‡

Beyond the prison walls, grouped around charcoal braziers and waving ‘Fry 

Bundy’ placards, America’s modern equivalent of a public-execution crowd 

was drinking, laughing and singing. Media crews and deep-toned anchormen 

bobbed about in a forest of parabolic microphones and cameras in a sea of 

steaming rednecks.

Bundy was to make a final public appearance. An enterprising prison guard 

with a concealed camera managed to snap a photo of Bundy’s charred features 

as the prone body awaited burial. The ghoulish portrait was sold and syndicated 

throughout America and the world.
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My final psychological assessment of Bundy is that he was a psychopath, but not 

a highly organised one, suffering from incipient psychosis, including an essentially 

non-affective form of paranoid/persecutory schizophrenia.

In short, his crimes were not committed as a result of any chronic mental illness. 

His schizophrenic, homicidal persona, the ‘hunchback,’ although steadily gaining 

in influence with each murder, was never beyond Bundy’s psychic control. He was 

able to choose when to let it loose, or, put another way, periodically Bundy was able 

to make a conscious decision to go ‘mad’ and become homicidal.

He laid emphasis upon the influence of the ‘hunchback’ only at the end, obvi-

ously as a legal tactic to stave off the death sentence a little bit longer, despite his 

chronic death wish.

The fact that Bundy, whilst in lengthy captivity and subject to no psychiatric 

treatment or medication, displayed no aggressive violence and was never prey to 

delusional or hallucinatory influences, is additional confirmatory proof that the 

‘hunchback’ was always under his control, a servant.

Again, perhaps controversially, I perceive Bundy as a tragic figure. A highly 

intelligent man sliced in half by two opposing tensions — the inferiority com-

plex bred by his illegitimate birth, and overcompensatory ambition designed to 

thwart perceived disadvantage. Not quite the same problem of indecision that 

tortured Hamlet, but in the early stages it had similar effect, leading Bundy to 

resolve the anguished dichotomy by embarking on the same course of action, 

multiple murder.

Had Bundy possessed Hamlet’s talent for self-analysis, he might have solved his 

lesser problem more pragmatically by recognition of his own limitations. Instead, 

his inferiority complex goaded him to goals too high, drove him too hard to achieve 

them, and futilely challenged the law of reversed effort in his particular case. Then, 

not wishing to duplicate the dogging, depressing disappointment of failure, he 

tried too little or, perhaps more aptly, tried too hard not to try hard, and met failure 

once again. Double jeopardy. ‘Catch-22.’

When I say Bundy ‘failed,’ I mean by his own perceived personal standards. 

By any normal measure, his academic achievements were well above average and 

highly commendable. But he was stuck on a psychic seesaw, forever thinking too 

highly or too lowly of himself, and ended up balancing in limbo between the two 

worlds. Had he achieved, even modestly, a more dexterous equilibrium, he would 

probably be practising as a reasonably successful lawyer today. Given his undoubted 
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social and manipulative skills, innate ambition, amorality and ruthlessness, he 

might even have reached Congress or the Senate.

Is that all that life, fate, destiny, or whatever else you wish to call it, boils down 

to? That we are all born with certain talents and intellectual capacities and that our 

success or failure simply depends on what use we make of them, how well we can 

understand, control and channel them?

Your intellect, instinct and life experience may tell you that it takes only one 

short hop to get from philosophy to zoology. That’s if you make any real distinction 

between them in the first place, of course, or deny that it is part of the human 

condition that the two shall ever walk hand in hand till humankind annihilates 

itself. Does anyone still believe that it will not?

Strip your leaders of sanctimonious verbiage and false sentiment. Construct a psy-

chological profile of each. Examine their bank accounts and deeds. And you may then 

agree that they are much the same species tried and hanged in Nuremberg fifty years 

ago. Sociably acceptable psychopaths, above national laws they legislate for others.

Can you distinguish amongst their number any saints or heroes, or even a genu-

inely honest individual? By merely directing attention to such glaring incongrui-

ties, it is not my intention to justify ‘criminals,’ more to define criminal action and 

analyse the behaviour of those who reach high office by criminal criteria.

‡ ‡ ‡

In conclusion, it is only fair that I should point out — particularly to those 

readers exhibiting synthetic horror and disbelief — a significant fact that I have 

deliberately withheld up to this point.

Namely, that some leading psychiatrists did recently undertake a study of 

prominent politicians, militarists, financiers and other men of power, wealth and 

privilege (libel laws forbidding revelation of their names), and came to the firm 

conclusion that (a) most were suffering from affective forms of mental illness, and 

(b) many were found to be certifiably insane.

Observant readers among you can probably accurately surmise many of the 

prominent people who were on that list, and many more who should be.

A similar study, conducted by another team of psychiatrists fifteen years ago, 

reached almost precisely the same conclusions as the most recent. It’s reassuring 

to know whose fingers are on the nuclear buttons.
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Let those who speak of ‘evil’ first learn to recognise the genuine article and the 

most nefarious forms of disguise it assumes. In real terms you will learn to your 

cost eventually. Therefore, in that confident conviction, I am quite genuinely glad 

that my life is as good as over already, thank you, as the outside world suffocates 

slowly in pollution and corruption. Death is the balm of the hopeless.

However, semantics will be the death of you. Not Bundy and his like. We are 

mere passing amateurs.

When a rich man is fallen, he hath many helpers; he speaketh things 

not to be spoken, and yet men justify him…

— Ecclesiasticus


